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ABSTRACT

Traditional plants are always been the subjects of the great interest, from the many centuries the civilization are using the plants for the several beneficiation purposes. In India as well in the other part of the world in the siddha and Uanani and in the ayurvedic cultures the medical plants are utilised for the treatment of the various diseases. In china the traditional medicines, medicines plants are the subject of the treatments of the various diseases. WHO forms the strategy for the saving and the conservation of the medicinal plants for the utilization of the plants for the treatment of the many diseases. In this review articles we are presenting some of the aspects of the weed entitled as the Abutilon indicum. The weed is the member of the family Malvaceae. The plants is used in the Siddha, Ayurvedic and the uanani meidcines for the treatment of the various disorders. Several peoples in the world have worked on the different aspects of the phytochemistry and pharmacology of the plants and found several result of medical significances. WHO forms the strategy for the conservation of the plant.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditional medicines comprises the medical aspects of the traditional knowledge of the plants world which has developed over various generation due to the continuous experiences of the generations over the centuries,. They are much better than the chemical medicines (several side effects and the high cost of production). WHO defines the traditional medicine as the sum total of the knowledge of the indigenous knowledge, there practise, beliefs and there uses of the plants for the treatment of the various diseases.
In the Asia and in the African, south east countries the various population (up to 80 percent) has depend on the traditional medicines for the treatment of the many disorders. The traditional medicines practices involves the following practices, theses practices involves the ayurvedic medicines, Siddha medicines, ancient medicines, Iranian medicines, Chinese traditional medicines.

In this review article we are presenting some of the aspects of the weed entitled as the Abutilon indicum, the plant is very valuable from the ethbotany point of view. From the several centuries the plants has been utilised for the treatment of the many disorders. Some of the communities are utilising the weed for the treatment of the diatheroa, asthma and the ant insecticidal properties.

**Botanical descriptions**

The Abutilon indicum is the member of the Malvaceae family, the plant is in the form of the weed, it is commonly known as the kanghi plant, the plant is perennial herb, the appearances of the plant is tomatoes, the height of the plant is about the 3m, the herb is widely distributed and they are found in the malasia, Asia and the Africa, and in some, the some tropical part of the world(Kritikar et al.,1994).

The leaves are ovate, toothed, nearly trilobite, the colour of the flower is yellow.

The plant parts have the various utility, roots of the herbs are utilized for the purposes of the diuretic, chest infection, urthritis. The infusion of the roots are utilised for the treatment of the many fever and leprosy.

The leaves are found to be very useful in the treatment of the many ulcers.

The bark is used as the febrifuge, antihelmithic, and astringent, diuretic. The seeds are used in the piles, laxative, expectorant, in chronic systis, gleets, and gonorrhoea.

**Pharmacognostical values of the plant**

The detailed features of the pharmacognostic of the roots includes the following features, the roots are cylindrical, smooth, the surface are yellow, the taste of the roots are saltish.

T.S. of the roots includes the following features the bark is undulate, the thickness of the bark has the 10-15micron thickness, secondary cortex 3-4 layers vessels 25-30 micron in length.
Similar features of the stem of the *Abutilon indicum* has been reported, the cross section of the leaves of the *Abutilon* shows the two kinds of the tissues in the leaves, theses are the palisade and the spongy tissue. The vessels and the other parts of the vascular tissue have the typical dicotyledonous structures (Dhanalakshi et al., 19900, Sharma Sk et al., 2009).

**Phytochemistry**

The phytochemistry of the plats has been worked out but hr many workers in the world by the differ peoples. The overall all parts have the assemblage of the many kinds of the metabolites, theses is enlisted as, the plant contains the many kinds of the mucilaginous substances, theses are enlisted as the asparagines, saponins, falvenoids, alkaloids, alkanes, some of the other metabolites includes the Beta sitosterol, vanillin, pera coumarin, caffeic acid, in addition to that several other metabolites also have been reported (Kuo Pk et al 2008, Gvind et al.,1976, Jain PK et al., 1982, Mehta BK et al.,1998, Rajurkar R et al., 2009).

Roots contains the many kinds of the metabolites, theses includes, many kinds of the non-drying oils, such as volatiles oils, oleic acids, Linoloeic acids, lauric acids, Myristic acids, caprice and many unusual fatty acids, sitosterol and the amyrin. (Rajkumar et al., 2009).

The leaves contains the many other kinds of the metabolites of the medical significance, these includes as the steroids, sapogenins, carbohydrates, falvenoids, Terpenes, Amino acids.

Aldehyde, Hydrocarbon, Ketone, Fatty acids and esters were reported for the first time form the ethanolic leaf extract of the *Abutlon indicum* by the process of the gas chromatography and the mass spectroscopy (Rajput et al., 2012).

**Flower**

In the flower several kinds of the flavenoids metabolites have been reported, these includes as luteolin, chryoerol, luteolin, 1 beta glucophyronesdie, 7 beta glucopyrenoicdies, Apigenin, 3 beta glucopyrenesides, in addition to that two new sesquiterpenes have also been reported. (Sharma PV et al., 1989).

Some of the pharmacological work of the *Abutilon indicum* is enlisted as:

Antimicrobial role (varia vasundrum et al., 2008, Prabhakar A, 2009), Antioxidant properties (Chakaravarty G. S., 2009). Antidiabetic activity (Krisananm et al., 2009), Antiulcer activity(Malgi et al, 2009), Lipid lower activity (Rahuman et al., 2008), Analgesic activity (Ahmed et al, 2000), Wound healing activity (Roshan et al., m 2008).
CONCLUSION

Overall this is the plant of the great medicinal values, from the ethno botany point of view the plant has been worked out extensively. The whole plant part whether it is the root, stem, leaves or the bark are of the extensively medicinal uses. However still further pharmacological work can be done on the *Abutilon indicum* and the work on the plant can open the new pathways of the research and its uses
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